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GDP and Production
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GDP and Trickle Down Effect

Assumptions?
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GDP and Trickle Down Effect
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GDP and Trickle Down Effect
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GDP and Pollution
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GDP, Poverty and Inequality 
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GDP vs SDG
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Production
• The processes and methods used to transform resources/tangible inputs (raw

materials, semi-finished goods, subassemblies) and intangible inputs
(ideas, information, knowledge) into goods or services.

• Resources (factors of production) are used in this process to create an output that is suitable
for use or has exchange value.

What is Production?
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Circular Flow Model of the Economy

Production Consumption
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Philosophy of Production

Production?

• Allah Almighty created man to serve Him, meaning that human beings
should believe in the One Lord and do well. This is the main objective
of human life.

• Allah says, “I have not created men except that they should serve Me”
(Quran, 51:56).

• This life is a preparation for the Hereafter, the ‘Eternal Home’ that
will not be going to an end to which all human beings ultimately go.

• So, Muslims are required to observe righteousness in their daily life,
based on Quranic teachings, like eating halal food, wearing modest
clothing, performing prayers, giving alms, etc, because of the fact that
they live for Allah alone. And to those who aim to attain nearness to
Him, Almighty Allah sees to it.
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Philosophy of Production

Production?

• Human beings are created with the role of khalifah. This role outlines the
responsibilities and provides the reasons for the existence of human beings, which
relate to:

“[fulfilling] God’s will on earth, prompting what is good, forbidding what is
wrong, establishing justice and promoting beneficence, resulting in attaining
high levels of good life, both individual and collective” (Ahmad, 1994)

The Prophet ,saidملسو هيلع هللا ىلص “The most lawful of what a person eats is from his own
work, and [from] every pious sale (bayʿ mabrūr).” [Aḥmad, al-Bazzār, al-
Ḥākim, al-Bayhaqī (Itḥāf 6:253)]

"And when the prayer has been concluded, disperse within the land and seek
from the bounty of Allah, and remember Allah often that you may succeed."
[Al-Jumu'ah, 10]
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Ultimate Objective of Production

Prosperity of the Earth

“If the Final Hour comes while you have a palm-cutting in your hands and it
is possible to plant it before the Hour comes, you should plant it” (al-
Abani, hadith no 479)

“He who has surplus land (in his possession) should cultivate it, or he
should lend it to his brother for benefit, but if he refuses to accept it, he
should retain it” (Muslim, hadith no 3717)
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Philosophy of Production

Production?

How to serve? Need to be produced before can be consumed.
How to produce? Efficiently

Purpose of resources
Producer as khalifah
Resources as amanah
Most of the resources on earth need to be processed and transformed into 
final goods and services
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Philosophy of Production

Purposes of Resources

“It is Allah Who created the heavens and the earth, Who sent down water from the heaven and
thereby brought forth a variety of fruits as your sustenance, Who subjected for you the ships that
they may sail in the sea by His command, Who subjected for you the rivers, Who subjected for
you the sun and the moon and both of them are constant on their courses, Who subjected for
you the night and the day, and Who gave you all that you asked Him for. Were you to count the
favours of Allah you shall never be able to encompass them. Verily man is highly unjust,
exceedingly ungrateful.” (Ibrahim: 32-34)

“It is He who created all that is on earth for 
you” (Quran, 2:29)
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Philosophy of Production

Purposes of Resources

Allah informs us that:
• The creation of the heavens, earth and other resources are to facilitate human life on earth
• All other creatures have been made subject to human authority
• The sustenance He has provided through the resources is infinite-more than enough to support

human life on earth
“ Allah is the One Who has subjected the sea for you so that ships may sail upon it by His
command, and that you may seek His bounty, and that perhaps you will be grateful. He
˹also˺ subjected for you whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth—all by His
grace. Surely in this are signs for people who reflect.” (Quran 45: 12 – 13)

• The resources require human (khalifah) input to be transformed into goods and services
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Philosophy of Production

Producers as Khalifah of Allah (SWT)

• “And [mention, O Muḥammad], when your Lord said to the angels, "Indeed, I will make upon the
earth a successive authority." They said, "Will You place upon it one who causes corruption
therein and sheds blood, while we exalt You with praise and declare Your perfection?" He [Allāh]
said, "Indeed, I know that which you do not know.".“ (Quran, 2:30)

• These resources require human inputs to be transformed into final goods and services before
they can be consumed

• These resources are given by Allah (s.w.t.) to his khalifah as a TRUST.
• The khalifah has to utilize these resources in the best way to satisfy his needs and at the same

time he must be conscious that he is held ACCOUNTABLE for any misuse of these resources.
• And it is He who has made you successors upon the earth and has raised some of you above

others in degrees [of rank] that He may try you through what He has given you. Indeed, your Lord
is swift in penalty; but indeed, He is Forgiving and Merciful.
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Philosophy of Production

Resources are Entrusted as Amanah

• Allah has created man as His khalifah and has created everything else in the universe for
the service of man

• Every creation is an amanah from Allah to human beings
• Hence, human being as economic agents are responsible to the society and the

environment and ultimately to Allah
• The trust mean that the khalifah are accountable to Allah
• Must adhere to the guidance of Allah
• Will be questioned and accountable on how the trusted resources are managed
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Philosophy of Production

Resources are Entrusted as Amanah

• Ownership in Islam is not absolute
• Resources are amanah whose actual owner is Allah
• Anything that is owned is actually what one holds in trust and must be used justly to 

achieve the ultimate aim of falah
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Philosophy of Production

• Allah (SWT) endowed humanity with an abundance of resources

• As a khalifah, human beings has been given amanah to manage the resources

• Production is not only a mean for material satisfaction but to attain falah as the ultimate 
goal

• Producers in making production decisions must observe Islamic concept of justice and 
fairness
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Economic resources-Factors of Production
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Land

• Land is a broad term that includes all the natural resources that can be found on land, such as oil, gold,
wood, water, and vegetation. Natural resources can be divided into renewable and non-renewable
resources.

• Renewable resources are resources that can be replenished, such as water, vegetation, wind energy, and
solar energy.

• Non-renewable resources consist of resources that can be depleted in supply, such as oil, coal, and
natural gas.

• All resources, whether it is renewable or non-renewable, can be used as inputs in production in order to
produce a good or service. The income that comes from using land and its natural resources is referred to
as rent.

• Besides using its natural resources, land can also be utilized for various purposes, such as agriculture,
residential housing, or commercial buildings. However, land differs from the other factors of production
because some natural resources are limited in quantity, so its supply cannot be increased with demand.
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Labor

• Labor as a factor of production refers to the effort that individuals exert when they produce a good or
service. For example, an artist producing a painting or an author writing a book. Labor itself includes all
types of labor performed for an economic reward, such as mental and physical exertion. The value of
labor also depends on human capital, which is determined by the individual’s skills, training, education,
and productivity.

• Productivity is measured by the amount of output someone can produce in each hour of work. The
income that comes from labor is referred to as wages. Note that work performed by an individual purely
for his/her personal interest is not considered to be labor in an economic context.
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Labor

• The following are several characteristics of labor in terms of being a factor of production:

• First, labor is considered to be heterogeneous, which refers to the idea of how the efficiency and quality
of work are different for each person. It differs because it depends on an individual’s unique skills,
knowledge, motivation, work environment, and work satisfaction.

• Additionally, labor is also perishable in nature, which means that labor cannot be stored or saved up. If an
employee does not work a shift today, the time that is lost today cannot be recovered by working another
day.

• Also, another characteristic of labor is that it is strongly associated with human efforts. It means that
there are factors that play an important role in labor, such as the flexibility of work schedules, fair
treatment of employees, and safe working conditions.
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Capital

• From mainstream economic perspective, capital, or capital goods, as a factor of production, refers to the
money that is used to purchase items that are used to produce goods and services. For example, a
company that purchases a factory to produce goods or a truck that is purchased to do construction are
considered to be capital goods. Other examples of capital goods include computers, machines, properties,
equipment, and commercial buildings. They are all considered to be capital goods because they are used
in a production process and contribute to the productivity of work. The income that comes from capital is
referred to as interest.

• Capital is different from the first two factors because it is created by humans. For example, capital goods
like machines and equipment are created by individuals, unlike land and natural resources.

• Additionally, capital is also a factor that can last a long time, but it depreciates in value over time. For
example, a building is a capital good that can endure for a long period of time, but its value will diminish
as the building gets older.

• Capital is also considered to be mobile because it can be transported to different places, such as
computers and other equipment.
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Entrepreneur

• Entrepreneurship as a factor of production is a combination of the other three factors. Entrepreneurs use
land, labor, and capital in order to produce a good or service for consumers.

• Entrepreneurship is involved with establishing innovative ideas and putting that into action by planning
and organizing production. Entrepreneurs are important because they are the ones taking the risk of the
business and identifying potential opportunities. The income that entrepreneurs earn is called profit.
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Factor Market

• Theories of the supply and demand of labour and capital in Islam are not much different from
conventional economics, except;

• The rental of capital goods should be on the basis of operating leases not financial leases, real rental is
the price of a real service not pegged to an interest rate.

• The supply of capital is not a function of savings and a choice between present or future consumption,
and so has no link with an interest rate, but rather the supply of capital is determined by the opportunity
cost of producing capital goods.

• Marginal productivity will determine the demand for human resources and physical capital to be
employed.
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Supply and Production Function

Product Market
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Production and Cost Function

• Profit
• What are the factors required to produce an output? (output = f(capital, 

labor, land, entrepreneur)
• What are the costs of hiring those factors? (wage, rent)
• What will be the price and revenue
• Profit = Revenue – Cost  Supply Function
• Production refers to the process of transforming inputs factors into 

outputs
• The process can be summarized with different functions

Supply and Production Function
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Production and Cost Function

Market structure
Perfect competition
Monopolistically Competitive
Oligopoly
Monopoly

The production maximization behavior are different with different market structure
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The supply function of a profit-maximizing price-taking firm

A firm's profit is its revenue minus its cost. If the price p at which the firm can sell its output is not 
significantly affected by the size of its output, it is reasonable to model the firm as taking the price as 
given. In this case, its total revenue is:

TR(y) = py

where y is its output. Thus, the firm's profit function is

π(y) = TR(y) — TC(y) = py — TC(y),

where TC is either the firm's short run cost function or its long run cost function, depending on whether 
we are interested in short run or long run supply.

Supply and Production Function
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The supply function of a profit-maximizing price-taking firm

Theory: The firm chooses its output y to maximize its profit π(y), taking price as given.

If we solve the maximization problem for all values of p, we get a function y(p). This function is the 
firm's supply function.

Differentiating (y) with respect to y we obtain:
p — TC'(y) = 0,
or, recalling that the derivative to TC is MC,
p = MC(y*).
Further, at a maximum (rather than a minimum) the second derivative of profit at y* must be negative, or
MC'(y*) < 0,
or
MC'(y*) > 0: the marginal cost curve must be upward sloping at a profit-maximizing output.

Supply and Production Function
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Supply and Production Function
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Supply and Production Function
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Supply and Production Function
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Profit Maximisation

• Say, [O Muḥammad], "If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your wives, your relatives, wealth
which you have obtained, commerce wherein you fear decline, and dwellings with which you are
pleased are more beloved to you than Allāh and His Messenger and jihād [i.e., striving] in His cause,
then wait until Allāh executes His command. And Allāh does not guide the defiantly disobedient
people.“ (At Tawbah: 24)

• Allah mentions trade/commerce since it is human nature business
• But it should not be greater than the love for Allah

• While profit maximization is not shunned, but it should be treated as a means to serve the goal of
human creation efficiency, no waste

• Production of goods and services must be viewed as a means to attain falah

Producer Behavior
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Producer Behavior

Rational  on the understanding of the ultimate objective of falah hence

• Prohibited goods and services would not be produced
• The production of luxury and refinement goods would be small, and accordingly, less 

resources will be allocated to the production of these goods
• More resources would be allocated for the production of necessity goods
(Tahir et al., 1992)

Profit maximisation

Producer Behavior
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Rationality and Well-being versus Self-interest and Altruism

• Highest efficiency
• Rational Islamic producers ensure that their production activities, as well as their actions 

and behavior are in harmony with the shariah.
• Follow the values and ethics founded in the Quran and Sunnah.

Producer Behavior
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Hierarchy in Production and Nature of Goods Produced

“O mankind, eat from whatever is on earth [that is] lawful and good and do not follow the 
footsteps of Satan. Indeed, he is to you a clear enemy.” (Al Baqarah: 168)

“Verily Allah (SWT), the exalted, has laid down religious obligations, so do not neglect them; 
and He has set limits, so do not overstep them; and He has forbidden some things, so do not 
violate them; and He has remained silent about some things, out of compassion for you, not 
forgetfulness-so do not seek after them (al-Daraqutni, hadith no 4: 183-184)

Producer Behavior
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Hierarchy in Production and Nature of Goods Produced

• Maqasid al-Shariah
Darurriyyat (necessities)
Hajiyyat (conveniences)
Tahsiniyyat (luxuries)

• The State must assume responsibility to ensure that necessities are produced in sufficient 
quantities.

Producer Behavior
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Role of Social Welfare in Production Decision

• The opportunity cost of producing goods, being measured as its value in its best alternative 
use, should consider the nature of the good produced relative to other alternative goods.

• Value of the best alternative will depend on its position on the hierarchy of goods
• Necessity – higher maslahah than refinement or luxury

Producer Behavior
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Growth and Capital in an Islamic Economy

• Islamic economic system encourages and facilitates the mobilization of the factors of production
necessary for economic growth.

• Natural resources are made available in abundance for man to explore and use them for the
production of goods and services to meet man’s needs including moral and social obligations.

• The optimal use of human resources and hard work is necessary to produce goods and services
in order to meet limited needs.

• But Islam does not undermine capital (like socialism) nor pay capital nominal interest out of
net revenues (like capitalism), but recognizes the importance of capital in the production
process, through a pre-determined percentage of profits (or losses).

• Risk and rewards are shared by capital providers and entrepreneurs: the provision of Islamic
finance is by default entrepreneurial.

• The system of sharing profits (or losses) has the potential to increase investment up to the level
at which marginal profit is zero (Sadeq, 1990:6-7)

Producer Behavior
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What are the differences?

• Rationality
• Khalifah
• Amanah
• Profit maximisation

• Production function
• Cost function

Producer Behavior
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